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Abstract—Inside any e-commerce platform, search features are a key factor in an online business. In order to look for the desired item name, users need to type a pattern into the search feature. Inside the typing process users may make some mistypes. Based on the problem, the writer tried to create a search box as the search feature inside an e-commerce system with a capability to look for item names, even if there are some accidental mistypes inside the user's typing process. The main purpose is to reduce the possibility of empty results after a searching process due to the user's accidental mistypes. This research utilizes Rabin Karp Algorithm in order to look for the item names. The result of this research is that the Rabin Karp Algorithm can be implemented in a website-based e-commerce, but this method is slower than SQL as a method to search item names inside the same system. It happens because Rabin Karp requires a longer process than SQL to get the similarity percentage from each comparison. This research shows that k-gram value inside the algorithm affects the overall results with a condition where greater the value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

E-commerce is a shape of business relationship where it has interaction between the existing actors by utilizing the internet technologies [1]. Since there are many items in the e-commerce platform, people need to scroll their screen from top to bottom. Because of it, people will need a better solution to search for their desired item sooner. A search feature will be a good solution for that problem because search feature is a key factor in an online business [2]. Real-word errors might happen when a user mistakenly inserts a word which is correctly spelled, while intending another word [3]. People made 2.29 error corrections for each sentence, and with some amount of people pressing Backspace or Delete up to 8.5 times for each sentence [4].

In the previous research made by Herriyance, Handrizal, and Siti Dara Fadilla a string-matching algorithm namely Rabin Karp Algorithm is successfully implemented into a general dictionary application with average running time 14.9ms for 10 times word searching trial. But the base number (K-Gram) can affect the running time process. Bigger the number, longer the running time process [5]. The next research was made by Andysah Putera Utama Siahaan where the Rabin Karp Algorithm can check an image similarity based on hash value calculation where the calculation itself works on the same way for string matching [6]. The next is Asvarizal Filcha and Mardhiya Hayaty said in their research that Rabin Karp Algorithm gives a better time efficiency in order to look for strings with multiple patterns with 90% accuracy calculation on document plagiarism detector of students work which comes from 20 comparison of students work documents [7]. Then, research made by Muhamad Arief Yulianto and Nurhasanah proves the accuracy of the Rabin Karp algorithm on the word similarity test is increased by 20.06% through the implementation of the Jaro-Winkler on Rabin Karp [8]. Another research said that string length in a test affects the execution time to generate similarity percentage [9].
Based on previous research, the author is going to utilize the Rabin Karp Algorithm in order to search item names. This algorithm is good to get text patterns because it uses hash values as parameter to do a comparison. The data of this research is going to be metal-related item names. The items will be arranged based on the similarity value from the top to the bottom. As an example, when somebody typed ‘aluminium’ but the desired word is ‘alumunium’. Right after submission of the word, that person will get nothing from the search feature. It happens because the search box feature looks for only the same exact word inside the database. In order to get the desired items even after mistype applied, a suggestion of a mistyped keyword is necessary. Users may wonder about the search feature since it doesn’t return any answer without realizing their mistype.

II. METHOD

A. Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage of this research is done to transform strings into lowercase form, and to remove unnecessary punctuation. This step starts before Rabin Karp Algorithm to prepare data. The purpose of preprocessing is to prepare texts into a processible data within the next steps [10].

B. Rabin Karp Algorithm

Rabin Karp Algorithm is a kind of string-matching algorithm which uses hashing inside a string-matching process to find pattern inside a text [7]. If there are 2 hash values and they match, both will get one more comparison for each character in the string text.

C. K-Gram

K-gram is to make transform a string pattern to become sub-patterns with a specific length by using a determined value [11]. In this case, the k-gram value also becomes minimum string length for each comparison. Example:

Words : kursinyaadi
K-Gram : 4
Result : {kurs} {ursi} {rsin} {siny}
{inya} {nyaa} {yaad} {aadi}

D. Hashing

Hashing is a function convert sub-strings into numbers where the output will be called as hash [12]. It actually works by using the formula below.

\[ H(c_1...c_k) = c_1 \times b^{(k-1)} + c_2 \times b^{(k-2)} + \ldots + c_{(k-1)} \times b^k + c_k \]  

Explanation:

H: substring 
c: ASCII number per-character 
b: prime number constant 
k: amount of character 
q: prime number modulo

E. Dice Similarity

Dice Similarity is a step to get similarity value of two different strings[13]. The formula of this similarity is written below:

\[ S = \frac{2C}{A+B} \]  

Explanation:

S: Similarity 
A: Amount of hashed K-Gram from string number 1 
B: Amount of hashed K-Gram from string number 2 
C: Amount of K-Gram with the same exact hash number from both strings

F. Flowchart

Flowchart is a figure to identify steps inside a process and also to find out any potential of weak spots inside the process [14]. According to the attached reference, in order to identify the algorithm process before a development, the author made several flowcharts which are the flowchart of preprocessing, Rabin Karp Algorithm, and Dice Similarity. The flowcharts will be listed respectively as follows.
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Software Development Methodology

This research uses the Waterfall Model. Waterfall is a classical model that is systematic, sequential in building software [15].

![Figure 4. Waterfall Development Model](image)

The steps of the sequence above can be described as follows:

1. Communication
   This step is used to obtain the system requirements from a meeting with customers or reviewing journals and articles from the internet for more references.

2. Planning
   Planning process to generate user requirement document or any details related to user needs in software making based on the communication process or the previous step.

3. Modelling
   The modelling process is used to translate the gathered requirement into a predictable software design before coding.

4. Construction
   Construction can be translated as coding process. Coding is a translation of design in a language that can be recognized by a computer. After coding there will be testing for the developed system which is purposed to find errors for later repair.

5. Deployment
   Deployment is the final stage in software development. In this stage the system will be used by the user and periodic maintenance of the software will be performed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Below is containing both result and discussion of this research.

A. RESULT

The implemented data inside Rabin Karp Algorithm is item names. Before the algorithm starts, the data will enter preprocessing stage to remove any
unnecessary characters and set the data into lowercase mode. Right after the preprocessing stage is finished, Rabin Karp Algorithm will take place to get the fingerprints or hash couples. Dice Similarity Method will transform the fingerprints into similarity percentage to the item names respectively. Figure 4 represents the process output and Figure 5 represents both of similarity percentage and the rest of item detail data which can be seen at inspect element feature of a browser.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5. Rabin Karp Algorithm Processing Result**

The platform to implement Rabin Karp Algorithm was developed by using PHP as the server-side programming language, Laravel as the framework, JavaScript as the client-side programming language, jQuery as the interface library, and MariaDB as the database.

**B. DISCUSSION**

It takes 10 times of system searching process to get the average estimation time within the same circumstances. As a user input, writer will use the same exact keyword which exist within the data inside database for both SQL and Rabin Karp Algorithm as methods to get item names among 3359 item names inside the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>SQL Duration</th>
<th>Rabin Karp Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22s</td>
<td>1.37s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.23s</td>
<td>0.93s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.24s</td>
<td>1.01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.24s</td>
<td>0.96s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.25s</td>
<td>1.13s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.23s</td>
<td>0.93s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24s</td>
<td>0.91s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.24s</td>
<td>0.90s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.23s</td>
<td>0.92s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.25s</td>
<td>1.00s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the obtained data inside Table 1, the average elapsed time for SQL is 0.24s and Rabin Karp is 1.01s. Rabin Karp takes longer time than SQL query to get the result because inside the system, the algorithm requires SQL statement to obtain data to compare from the database and several steps of the algorithm itself to do in order to get similarity percentage between the data from database and input from user. The pure SQL itself can get the item name directly with a few lines of SQL script but it doesn’t get any similarity percentage from the process, unlike Rabin Karp. Similarity percentage is used to define the similarity level between 2 compared data.

Inside the database there are many items with “alumunium” as a part of their names and customers can simply type that particular word as a keyword. But this test case will use “aluminium” instead of “alumunium” in order to know whether the searching result is affected by the k-gram or not. If only there is a single sub-pattern or even more exist within the item name inside the database, the system will display it into customer searching result. K-gram values are 3, 4, and 5 will be used sequentially to get the comparison in ascending order by k-gram. Below is the list of k-gram test with their respective value:

a. K-Gram 3
Based on the data above, k-gram value is a vital point to determine the algorithm sensitivity in data processing which affects both number of item names and similarity percentage. The greater the value, less sensitive it becomes.

User Acceptance Testing (UAT) is used to assess the user's understanding about the application which is made to answer a problem [16]. The test form was given to the public, so people can give a try to the developed search feature within the e-commerce app when they are trying to look for metal related item names. An excel-file link of the metal item names is attached within the question form to inform the users about the existing item names within the system to search. The test was given to 11 respondents with customer role because the developed feature was meant for customer to look for item names. Based on the UAT result, the customers were fully helped by the
suggestion provided by the system to avoid typing mistakes. At the same time, it proves that the algorithm can be developed within the existing software.

IV. CONCLUSION

Rabin Karp Algorithm can be implemented to find hashes among the inserted string inside the search box and strings inside the database, but it takes more time to finish compared to common SQL script to find data with the same pattern. K-gram value within Rabin Karp Algorithm affects the overall searching result with a condition where greater the value, fewer item names and similarity percentage can be obtained. It can be implemented into a web-based e-commerce by using PHP as the server-side programming language, Laravel as the framework, JavaScript as the client-side programming language, jQuery as the interface library, and MariaDB as the database.
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